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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 background of the study.

Cash is more susceptible to theft, misappropriation and frauds than any asset. A

large portion of total transactions involves the receipts and disbursements of cash.

Cash is very important asset for any organization since it enables the management to

meet its obligations and expenses. (Smith.J 1986)

Internal control over cash becomes an issue to the organization development.

Therefore, it is statutory duty of management of the organization to establish good

system of internal control, which will safeguard the organization’s assets as well as

financial matters. In order to carry on the business of the organization in orderly and

efficient manner the management has to establish a clear line of responsibilities and

regulations as well as to secure the completeness and accuracy of records to reduce

the problem of cash theft, misappropriations and frauds. (Millichamp 1993)

For management to introduce a system of internal check; there should be

segregation of duties and all records involving cash should be attended to promptly.

The management should employ well-trained personnel to manage this function.

(Neely.P 1987)

Overview of internal control over cash

Internal control structure consist of the policies and procedures established to

provide reasonable assurance that specific entity’s objectives will be achieved.

Normally cash is the most fast liquid asset in as far as misappropriation and storage

is concerned, many years before the advent of some mechanisms or relevant

technologies to keep this fastest asset safe, there had been apparent

misappropriations of this imperative assset through different loopholes within the

organisation and various other organisations.

In order to get rid of this calamity, a problem that could even trigger significant

losses within the finance departments of various organisations, it has necessitated

many organisation now days to take it as a challenge and strive for ensuring

effectiveness and effeciency in internal control over cash.
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1.1 Statement of the problem

There are many specified policies and the procedures for internal control system to

be sound, this covers all subdivisions of the organisation that includes sale and

purchases of goods and services, internal audit, production, personnel, payrolls,

recording and data processing.

Every Local Government Authority has got several sources of revenue depending

on the area of jurisdiction in which cash management control system is applicable.

The Temeke municipal council has two sources of funds, which are own sources

and external sources. The Internal sources included collection of public funds

through property taxes, rents, fees, Licenses, fines and other charges. On other hand

external sources include subsides from Central Government, Grants and loans from

donor. Actually Most of the local government’s income comes from government

allocations, which amount for 72 % of the entire local authority budget (CAG report

2010/2011).

Despite the fact that there are many laid down set of rules and procedures for the

local governments, there are still complaints of failures to meet their targets due to

frauds and  misuse of funds by the local government’s officials from the locals and

the controller and audit general (CAG). Some examples that may lead to failure of

compliance with the policies and procedures and may be an outcome of poor

internal controls are such as; Payments made without payment vouchers, Goods or

services procured without being supported by delivery notes. Hence, there is a

missing evidence to confirm the delivery of goods or services procured, Payments

not being supported by proper documents, Revenue receipt books  not submitted for

audit verification, Stores purchased and paid for but not recorded in stores ledger,

and where there are no disclosures of bank balances in the books of accounts. All

these are some of the weakness outlined by the CAG’s report of the financial year

ended on 30th June 2010.

CAG’s general annual report of 30th June 2011,  the report points out that there are

weak internal control systems and internal audit function in the local governments.

They rely in the LGA’s accounting system where currently there is the introduction

of computerised accounting systems (EPICOR) so as to smoothen the accounting

activities, however in reality the computerised system is only used in some areas of
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accounting and the rest of the accounting activities are done manually giving a

loophole for frauds and misuse of funds. This is so, because it becomes a difficult

task to  centralise all the information recorded manually and through computers in

order to produce reports.

Weaknesses in Cash management Management and control of cash are critical to

ensuring all cash due is properly collected, banked and recorded. The following

matters were noted in 2010/2011 CAG’s report: Bank reconciliations are a core

financial control that mitigates the risk that fraudulent or incorrect transactions will

be processed through councils’ bank accounts. Bank reconciliation control

weaknesses were identified in 88 LGAs. These includes Shs.4,662,975,016 being

total receipts in Councils cash books but not in bank statements. A sum of

Shs.425,988,778 from various Councils was cash in transit, whereby no efforts were

made to ensure the cash in transit was actually credited to the bank accounts. Also, a

total of Shs.1,002,195,882 was debited (withdrawn) from the Councils’ bank

accounts without being cr8edited to the Councils’ cash books.Regular cash surveys

were not carried out in 38 sampled LGAs.There were losses of cash amounting to

Shs.34,436,525 involving 3 LGAs.

The then head of the oposition in the parliament, Dr Slaa of CHADEMA, in his role

as Local Authorities Accounts Committee (LAAC)  chair, reported to the parliament

that in certain cases projects were not implemented at all. In other words, prejects

are being reported and funds reported as spent, when nothing has actually happened

on the ground. The overall conclusion from the report appears to be that despite a lot

of effort having been spent over many years trying to improve local government

financial management and accounting procedures, the challenges are still huge.

In the latest parliamentary report of 10th Nov 2011, the Local Authorities Committee

chaired by Hon Augustino Mrema the current chairman, had exposed systemic cases

of mismanagement, violation of financial regulations, inflation and over expenditure

of public funds.The Local Authorities Accounts committee (LAAC) found a small

amount of earnings compared to what was targeted in the districts that were visited.

For instance Kilosa District in Morogoro Region, the amount that was collected was

Tsh200millions out of Tsh2.2 billion that was collected in the year 2011/2012.
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A Special Audit was conducted by the CAG at Temeke Municipal Council during

the financial year ended 30th June 2011 which covered the financial years

2008/2009 and 2009/2010. The summary of findings arising from the audit is as

follows:

 Missing general receipt books (88 books) and payment vouchers for (Basket

fund), Shs.302,528,633;

 Special audit examined in detail the bank reconciliation and discovered that

two cheques No.202185 and 006360 totaling Shs.37,362,628 continued to

appear in the bank reconciliation until March, 2011. But up to the month of

September 2011 when the audit was completed the cheques were neither

reflected in bank statement nor have physically been seen in the office as

stale cheque;

 Cheques worth SHs. 79,598,494 as revenue collected for the month of

September 2011, were not reflected in bank statement;

 Revenue collected neither appears in bank statement nor in bank

reconciliation statement, Shs.74,398,220.64;

 During the year 2008/09 and 2009/10, the amount of income recorded on the

RCCB is Shs.522,372,243.3 compared to the total amount appearing on the

bank pay in slips and bank statement which is Shs.460,568,794.75 so there

is under banking of Shs.65,026,948.83;

 Refund of insurance which were not confirmed to have been booked in the

council accounts, Shs.13, 214,451;

 There was payment made vide a stale ChequShs.42,621,500 and payment of

allowances to land officers without doing any work amounting to

Shs.8,715,000;

 Special audit revealed that the project coordinators /heads of departments

were doing a seminar without showing dates which the seminar was held to

determine the number of days for the workshop. Such payments implies a

theft of public funds in that they are payments made without having enough

information to prove its validity Shs. 122,894,000;

 Retirement of special allowance based on forged documents Shs.1,680,000
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 The Council made payments to her various official through CSDP and

Multi-Sectorial accounts; however, the same was not confirmed to have

been received by respective payee, Shs.14,440,000;

 Over lapping of payments to project managers, Shs.29,085,000; and

 Procurement of medicines and hospital equipments but not delivered

Shs.12,686,600.

Most of the research conducted at Temeke Municipal council were aimed at

assessing the impacts of computerisation of the internal controls over cash main aim

was at reducing the human error and enhencing the effective prepararion of the

financial statement, however there are non done to test the effectiveness of the

internal controls within the municipal. According to Nicholas Agness Lyakwipa

who conducted a research of similar nature but concentrated on mainly the impact

of computerization on internal control over cash, but failed to proove whether they

are effective and ignored the fact that they are sometimes used as substitutes with

the manual accounting techniques.

The main concern of the researcher is basically to try to verify theeffectiveness of

Temeke Municipal council’s (TMC) internal control over cash, to see whether the

specific policies and procedures applied are in a position to control

misappropriations, frauds, misuse of cash and embezlement of cash. The intention

of the researcher is to find out the factors affecting the internal control of cash and

hence to come up with suggestions that might reduce or possibly eliminate the

problems associates with cash management.

1.2 Objectives of the study

1.2.1 Main objectives

 The objecives of this research study at Temeke Municipal council is to

examine and evaluate the performance of internal control systems within the

organisation specifically the finance department.

1.2.2 specific objectives

Therefore the research will be conducted to achieve the following objectives

 To find out the extent to which the internal controls at Temeke municipal

council are effective
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 To examine the operation of the finance departments.

 To find out what are the reasons for weakness (if any) in the council’s

internal control.

 To examine the possible  measures that may have been taken by the council

in controlling and managing its cash flows.

 To come up with suggestions of attaining an even better internal control over

cash at Temeke municipal council

1.3 Research questions

 How effective is the internal control over cash at Temeke municipal

Council?

 How does the finance department operate?

 How can cash management procedures and policies be used to ensure

weaknesses do not occur?

 What are the better suggestions of attaining better control overr cash

management at TMC?

1.4 Significance of the study

 The study will help the organisation to know the substantiality of

consolidating the effectiveness of internal control over cash since it is the

fastest moving asset.

 The field research work will enable the researcher to effectively intergrate

the theoretical knowledge obtained in class with real life practical work,

hence gain rich field experience.

 The study will lay a bases that could stimulate further research work,

especially in related ares where the researcher may not not have touched.

 For the researcher, the study will be a partial fulfillment for the award of

masters of science in Accounts and Finance
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Understanding the local government authority

Local government authority was found in local government legislation 1982

meaning a District Authority or Urban Authority. In local governments normally the

locals elect their representatives for their own local areas and thus implies assurance

their active participation in central government`s matters. At the same time the

representatives are believed to have a more personal concern and possibly are

knowledgeable of the problems on their areas than the central governments officials,

who may be stationed miles away. Penner (1970)

On the other hand freedom to choose one own representives also imposes

responsibilty upon citizens to pay taxes in order to finance many services for their

well being (Max. 1991)

2.2 Control

It is an individual concept of internal control system, either it is a procedure

designed to ensure that transactions or other information processed through system

have been done so in a complete, orderly, accurate and timely manner and in

accordance with the local government authorities rules and regulation.

2.3 Internal control

Internal control is defined as; “the whole system of controls, financial and otherwise

established by the management in order to carry on the business of the entity in an

orderly and efficient manner, ensure adherence to management policies, policies,

safeguard the assets and secure as far as possible the completeness and accuracy of

the records (NBAA 1992)

Aldridge & Colbert, (1994) defined internal control as a process affected by an

entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel designed to provide a

reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following

categories; effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliability of financial

reporting, compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Fundamentally, internal

control deals with the safeguarding of assets, both physical and monetary.

COSO (2010) defined internal control system as a process affected by an entity’s

board of directors, management, other personnel, designed to provide reasonable
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assurance regarding the achievement of objective in the following categories;

effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting,

compliance with laws and regulations. There are five elements under the system

which include;

Control environment; the American institute of Certified Public Accountants (1994)

defined the control environment as an intangible factor and the first of the five

components is the foundation for all other components of internal control, providing

discipline and structure and encompassing both technical competence and ethical

commitment. Manager must evaluate the internal control environment in their own

unit and departments as the first step in the analyzing of internal controls.

(Applegate, 1999). Control activities; these are policies and procedures that help

ensure management directives are carried out. They help ensure that necessary

actions are taken to address risks to achievement of the entity’s objectives. Control

activities occur throughout the organization, at all levels and in all functions. They

include a range of activities as diverse as approvals, verifications, reconciliations,

reviews of operating performance, security of assets and segregation of duties.

(COSO, 2010)

Monitoring

Shapiro (1998) defined Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis of

information as a project. It is aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of

a project or organization. It is based on targets set and activities planned during the

planning phases of work. Internal control systems need to be monitored a process

that assesses the quality of the system’s performance over time, pertinent

information must be identified captured and communicated in form and timeframe

that enable people to carry out their responsibilities. Information systems produce

reports, containing, financial and compliance related information that make it

possible to run and control the business. (Wills, 1999)

According to Mahushi (1985) a plan of organisation and the related methods and

procedures adopted by entity for the purpose of safeguarding its assets, contributing

to the efficient operations, facilitating generation of accounting data and

encouraging adherence to the laid down managerial policies.
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In establishing satisfactory system of internal control, P. Mahushi(1985)points out

the following measures are taken into consedaration.

i. Plan of the organisation system which provides proper segregation of

functiona responsibility between departiments na individuals, must well

defined and power are well deligated.

ii. A system of authorization recording and custody procedures must be

adequate to provides reasonable accounting control over assets, liabilities

and capital.

iii. Preparation of financial forecasts in which a plan of operations is analyzed

by setting goals for each division of amount of expenses and future cash

balance.

iv. Managerial supervision and review to include internal audit to ensure sound

practice of each department assigned to competent personnel.

According to Spicer and Pegler “internal control is best regarded as indicating the

whole system of controls, financial and otherwise, estimated by management in the

conduct of a business including internal check, internal audit and other form of

control”

According to Howard F. Settler internal control is a broader term, it is generally

used to encompass both internal check and internal audit.

According to the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales“internal

control is the whole system of control financial or otherwise by the management in

order to carry on the business of the company in an orderly manner , safeguard it`s

assets and secure as far as possible the accuracy and reliability of its records”

According to the “practice of internal control manual” by Thomas P. DiNapoli State

Comptroller , the author argues that before any controls are taken into action, there

is a need to identify the kinds of risks that are likely to be facing the specific local

government then the controls can be determined from the risks. Thomas argues that

each local government has its own unique set of circumstances and risks that will

affect the design and implementation of its controls. Before determining which

controls should be implemented, officers should assess the risk of fraud or errors

occurring and remaining undetected. For example, is there a risk that:
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• Wire transfers could be executed without management’s knowledge?

• Purchases could be made for improper purposes?

• Accounting errors will not be detected?

• Cash receipts could be stolen without detection?

• Unnecessary or unauthorized overtime will be incurred?

• The lack of passwords will allow access to personal or confidential

information?

After identifying risks, officers can begin to design a set of internal controls to

mitigate or reduce those risks. The design process should consider the relationship

between the cost of implementing the control and the benefits to be gained. When it

is not practical or not cost-effective to implement certain controls and the control is

not otherwise required by law, supervisory review of work performed should be

considered as a way to mitigate risk.

Identifying risks and implementing control procedures will not protect assets and

produce reliable financial information if employees are not following established

procedures. To ensure that controls are effective, department heads and supervisors

should regularly review available documentation and accounting records to confirm

that controls are being executed as designed. It is also important to consider the

feedback received from employees. Some control procedures may appear to be a

good solution to an identified risk but, once implemented, may cause unforeseen

problems or inefficiencies. Other activities may not appear to need controls, yet

upon further analysis, some type of control may be warranted.

Example of internal controls according to the local government manual is such as:

Segregation of duties; Segregation of incompatible duties is a commonly used and

widely accepted internal control practice. Implemented effectively, this control

reduces the risk that any employees will be able to carry out and conceal errors or

fraud in the normal course of their duties without being detected. In general, there

are three categories of duties or responsibilities that are examined when segregation

of duties is discussed:

• Custody of assets
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• Authorization or approval of transactions affecting those assets

• Recording or reporting of related transactions.

Ideally employees performing any one of the above functions would not also have

responsibilities in either of the other two functions. The objective of segregation of

duties is to prevent one person from having access to assets and responsibility for

maintaining the accountability or authorizing transactions affecting those assets. The

level of risk present should also be considered when developing a plan to segregate

incompatible duties. When a high level of risk is present (e.g., when dealing with

negotiable assets such as cash, negotiable checks, and inventories), there is a greater

need for proper segregation of duties.

When it is neither practical nor cost-effective to segregate the basic responsibilities

discussed above, compensating controls should be considered. Compensating

controls are supervisory or other oversight procedures designed to reduce the risk of

errors or fraud not being detected. Compensating controls frequently provide for

regular review of work performed by individuals who have custody of assets and

who also approve or record transactions affecting those assets. For example, when a

local government’s central treasury function is handled by one or two individuals, it

is unlikely that incompatible duties can be adequately segregated. In these

situations, a governing board member (or an internal auditor) should be designated

to review accounting records, bank statements, check images and financial reports

on a regular basis to ensure that fraud or significant errors are not occurring and

remaining undetected. Most local governments will need to consider compensating

controls because financial duties are usually concentrated in one or two individuals.

Cash receipts; before officers can select and implement controls suitable for the

size and complexity of their operations, they must first understand how, when, and

where cash is collected and the duties performed by each employee. Although no

system is foolproof, a well-designed set of control procedures can provide

reasonable assurance that significant thefts of cash receipts and significant record-

keeping errors will be prevented or detected. Cash, above all other local government
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assets, has the greatest potential for theft if a system of internal controls is not in

place and functioning effectively.

This section outlines controls for reducing the risk of theft or errors during the

collection, recording, and depositing of cash receipts. Procedures in this section may

also apply to the collection of billed user charges and departmental operations that

include the collection of cash receipts. In this section the term “cash” refers to

money, checks and money orders.

Collection Procedures

 Centralize cash collections within a department or for the local government

as a whole, when possible. Reason for this Control is that fewer locations

and fewer employees collecting cash reduces opportunities for theft to occur

and provides better accountability over cash collections. To the extent

practical and consistent with law, the cash collection function should be

centralized in the office of the chief fiscal officer or treasurer. Certain

officers, such as County Clerks, County Sheriffs, Town Clerks, and Tax

Collectors are required by law to collect cash receipts pertaining to their

offices and generally to remit their collections to the chief fiscal officer or

other parties periodically. The controls that follow can be applied to these

operations also.

 Assign a separate cash drawer to each employee responsible for collecting

cash.

Reason for this control is that assigning a separate cash drawer to each

collector provides individual accountability over the cash received by that

person. If an employee is stealing, separate cash drawers and individual

accountability will make it easier to trace the theft to the responsible party.

 Restrictively endorse checks as soon as they are received.

Reason for Control is that it immediately limits the negotiability of checks

ensuring that checks received can only be deposited into a local

government’s bank account.
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 Instruct collectors that personal or payroll checks cannot be cashed from

moneys in their cash drawers. Reason for this Control is that the policy

makes it clear that employees may not temporarily “borrow” cash and cover

the removal with a personal check, even if temporarily. It also reduces the

risk of no collection on bad employee checks.

 Instruct collectors not to accept checks for amounts over the amount due.

Reason for Control is Local governments are not banks and providing “cash

back” services to customers should not be allowed.

 Where no other evidence satisfactory for the purpose of audit is available, a

serially press-numbered duplicate receipt form should be issued for any

cash, checks, or money orders received. One copy should be provided to the

customer and one copy should be retained for audit purposes. Reason for

Control is Duplicate receipt forms provide an audit trail for moneys received

when the amounts collected cannot be confirmed by other records, such as

tax bills or billing stubs and remittance advices.

 The office copy of issued receipt forms should be periodically reviewed by

supervisory personnel, and any gaps or missing receipt forms should be

investigated. Both copies of voided receipts should also be retained. Reason

for Control is a missing receipt form may indicate that a transaction has not

been recorded or funds have been stolen and the receipt destroyed to hide the

theft. A pattern of missing receipts is a red flag that should be investigated.

 At locations or departments that collect fines or fees, such as a justice court

or a solid waste facility, post a sign that states, “Please call xxx-xxx-xxxx if

you don’t receive a receipt.” Reason for Control Involving the customer in

ensuring they receive a receipt for miscellaneous fees and charges (not

evidenced on a tax bill or other billing notice) reduces the risk that the

employee collecting the cash may not record all receipts or record the receipt

for a lesser amount.
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Deposit controls

 Secure undeposited cash and prepared deposits in a vault or safe (or other

locked storage) until they are deposited in the bank. Restrict access to the

vault or safe, or keep other storage methods locked when not in use. Reason

for Control is that Securing cash limits unauthorized access before it can be

deposited in the bank.

 Deposit cash timely. Reason for Control is that certain local government

officers are required by law to deposit within certain timeframes. Consult

with your local government attorney for guidance on laws specific to your

office. However, while the statutory deadline is the latest point in time at

which a deposit may be made, from an internal control perspective, the best

approach is to deposit moneys as soon as possible. The longer money

remains undeposited, the greater the risk that loss or theft can occur.

 Deposit cash receipts intact.

Reason for the control is “Intact” means that all cash collected since the last

deposit must be deposited in the same form as it was collected (cash, check,

or money order). This practice deter s the cashing of checks from the

proceeds of collections.

 Prepare and maintain detailed deposit slips. Deposit slips must be detailed

enough to identify the composition of the deposit between cash collected

and individual checks deposited. Reason for the control is that cash receipt

transactions can be easily identified, traced, and corrected if detailed deposit

slips are prepared.

 The person who performs the bank reconciliation should be the final

custodian of all deposit slips. Reason for this Control is that any

discrepancies identified during bank reconciliations may be resolved by

comparing the activity in the bank and accounting records to deposit slips.
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 The governing board should establish a charge for checks returned for non-

sufficient funds (NSF). Notification of the NSF check charge should be

included on all billings and posted in public view. Reason for the Control is

that an NSF charge will deter customers from issuing checks that will not

clear the bank and it will also help cover time spent by employees recouping

NSF check funds.

Record-Keeping controls

 Record receipts in the accounting system timely.

Reason for this control is that the accountability over cash receipts is

enhanced when cash is recorded in the accounting records as soon as

practicable from the date cash is received. The longer receipts go without

being entered into the accounting system, the greater the risk an employee

could misappropriate funds.

 For each cash drawer, daily cash collection records or cash register tapes

should be reconciled to the amount of cash on hand at the end of the day

(sometimes referred to as the daily “cash-out”). Reason for Control Daily

cash-out procedures help to uncover discrepancies between actual cash

collected and recorded amounts in a timely manner.

 Employees responsible for collecting cash and preparing bank deposits

should not record cash transactions in the accounting records. Reason for

control is the basic rule in playing here is the need to segregate asset custody

from record-keeping duties. Segregating the duties of “receiving cash” from

“recording cash transactions” prevents a single employee from stealing

undeposited cash (or substituting checks received for cash taken) and

altering cash receipt journals or other records to disguise the theft. Similarly,

segregating the duties of preparing or making bank deposits from recording

duties prevents an employee from removing cash from a bank deposit and

altering accounting records to disguise the theft.
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Cash   Disbursements

Local governments make a wide variety of cash disbursements, mostly by check,

but to a lesser degree by wire transfer for bond and note payments; by direct deposit

for net payroll amounts when properly authorized; and, in cash, for petty cash

disbursements. Contrary to common assumptions, fraud actually occurs more

frequently in the cash disbursement cycle than in the cash receipt cycle. Advances in

online banking and other digital technologies have made the cash disbursement

cycle even more susceptible to fraud by perpetrators from outside the local

government.

This section discusses internal controls that will reduce the risk of theft or loss

occurring during the preparation, authorization and distribution of checks. This

section also covers controls related to banking, petty cash, and wire transfers.

Check Preparation controls

 Assign an employee not responsible for check preparation to order checks,

inventory them, and to identify reasons for gaps in the numbering sequence.

Issue pre-numbered checks in sequence. Reason for Control is that assigning

responsibility for ordering and inventorying pre-numbered check stock

reduces the risk that blank checks will be lost or misused without detection.

Pre-numbering establishes an audit trail over check disbursements.

 Keep blank checks and check stock secure at all times.

Reason for Control Securing blank checks and check stock in a locked

environment helps prevent their misuse.

 Make checks payable to a specific payee or custodian - never to “cash” or

“petty cash.” Reason for Control is making checks payable to a specific

payee reduces the risk that someone could fraudulently cash a check not

intended for them.
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 If financial software is used to print checks, restrict the use of hand-drawn

checks. Reason for Control is frequently, application controls are built into

computerized financial modules to detect or prevent payments to

unauthorized payees or the disbursement of suspicious dollar amounts. IT

application controls can be circumvented by issuing hand-drawn checks;

hence their usage should be controlled and limited.

Checque Signing controls

 The official responsible for check preparation and signing should not have

the authority to solely (or individually) audit and approve claims for

payment. Reason for Control Segregating check preparation and check

signing from the audit and approval of claims prevents an official (or

employees under his or her control) from making improper purchases,

approving them for payment, and then preparing the check to pay for such

purchases without being detected.

 Limit check signing authority to as few officers as possible and only to those

positions authorized by law to sign checks. Reason for Control Limiting

check signing authority reduces the opportunity for fraudulent checks to be

written and signed. Each locality should consult with its attorney regarding

statutory authorizations for signing checks.

 The official responsible for signing checks (or a deputy) should compare

prepared checks to an audited and approved warrant or a payroll register

prior to releasing such checks.

Reason for Control is Comparing prepared vendor checks to the listing of

audited and approved claims and comparing prepared net payroll checks to

the payroll register can assist in the detection of unauthorized or erroneous

checks before they are sent to vendors or distributed to employees.
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 Electronic signature disks or other forms of facsimile signatures should be

secured in a locked location under the control of the signatory. Signature

disks or other facsimile signatures should only be used under the direct

supervision of the official (or deputy) whose signature is on the disk. Reason

for Control is the official responsible for signing checks should always

ensure that any facsimile of his or her signature is protected from

unauthorized use. To prevent unauthorized use of facsimile signatures, the

official with signatory authority (or his or her deputy) should be present

whenever his or her signature is applied to prepared checks.

 Do not sign blank checks.

Reason for Control is that a blank, signed check may be used for any

purpose and for any amount. Signing a blank check increases the possibility

that a check could be made payable to an unauthorized payee or for an

unauthorized amount.

 After checks are printed, someone outside the check processing function

should account for all checks printed, voided or returned to stock unsed.

Reason for Control is that accounting for all checks helps ensure that no

checks are lost, stolen or misused.

Petty Cash controls

 A petty cash fund must be established (increased or decreased) only in

accordance with legal requirements, generally, by resolution of the

governing board. The resolution should establish the custodian and amount

for the fund. Petty cash funds should be authorized at the lowest amount

practical. Reason for Control is that Board authorization establishes

accountability over the amount authorized for petty cash and designates the

person responsible for safeguarding and maintaining petty cash records.
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 Custody of the petty cash fund should be assigned to only one employee. As

petty cash custodian, this employee should handle all petty cash transactions

and should secure the fund in a locked location separate from other cash

drawers. Reason for Control Having more than one person with access to

the petty cash fund diminishes the accountability and security of this fund.

Restricting access to the petty cash fund is the best way to prevent

unauthorized use or theft of petty cash.

 A voucher (or claim) requesting reimbursement of petty cash expenses

should be submitted to the claims auditing body or claims auditing official,

consistent with law. Original receipts for all petty cash expenditures should

be attached to the voucher. Reason for Control is that the examination of

petty cash expenditures by the claims auditing body or claims auditing

official deters improper petty cash expenditures and ensures that requests

for reimbursement are appropriate. Original receipts provide proof of what

was purchased and are the basis for replenishing the fund.

 The custodian of the petty cash fund should periodically reconcile petty cash

on-hand and unreimbursed receipts to the petty cash amount authorized by

the governing board. Reason for Control is that the Periodic reconciliations

ensure that all petty cash is accounted for.

Wire Transfer controls

 All wire transfers should be made at the direction of the chief fiscal officer

or other officer having custody of the monies being disbursed, or in their

absence, by their deputies. Before approval is granted, documentation

detailing the amount, purpose, and destination of the wire should be

presented for review. Such documentation should be retained for audit

purposes.

Reason for Control Pre approval of wire transfer documentation will reduce

the occurrence of errors or fraud occurring in electronic transfers. Generally,
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wire transfers cannot be easily retrieved, if at all, so it is important that all

wire information be 100 percent accurate.

 If wire transfer software resides on a local hard drive, secure the computer

on which the software resides in a locked room if possible and with

password protection. Reason for Control Restricting access to computers

with wire transfer capability reduces opportunities for unauthorized

individuals to execute wire transfers.

 If using in-house wire transfer software, the chief fiscal officer or other

authorized officer, and the IT department should be knowledgeable about

application controls available in the software. Such application controls

should be activated at the levels appropriate for the scope of wire transfer

activity. Reason for Control is that the application controls, such as limit

controls, can be set to prevent the execution of wire transfers unless certain

pre-established conditions are met.

 If using in-house wire transfer software, consider requiring two passwords to

be provided before a wire transfer can be executed. Reason for Control Dual

passwords (executed by different individuals) will prevent the person

preparing the wire transfer from transmitting it without supervisory

approval.

 If using in-house wire transfer software, ensure that firewalls and intrusion

detection capabilities are installed and working properly. Reason for

Control It is important to protect wire transfer computers from external

intrusions by hackers.

 If initiating wire transfers by telephone or fax, require the transmitting bank

to confirm the amount and destination of the transfer by calling a supervisor

or another employee before the wire is executed. Reason for Control is that
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by requiring the bank to confirm telephone or fax requests, the opportunity

for a single employee to execute an improper or inaccurate wire transfer

will be controlled.

 Employees who execute wire transfers should not prepare or post journal

entries or reconcile bank accounts. When it is not practical to segregate

these duties, a compensating control, such as supervisory review of journal

entries, should be considered. Reason for Control is that by segregating the

execution of wire transfers from the recording and reconciliation functions

prevents a single employee from controlling the execution, accounting, and

reconciliation of wire transfer activity and thereby limits the opportunity for

disguising a wire transfer error or fraud.

Bank Accounts and Bank Reconciliation controls

Safeguarding bank account information has become increasingly important in

today’s electronic environment. Access to bank account information creates an

opportunity for fraudsters to create phony checks and fictitious wire transfers from

computers anywhere in the world. All bank account information and bank

passwords should be safeguarded both within and outside the organization. Requests

for bank account information originating from outside the local government should

be verified before any information is provided. Only known and authorized

personnel should be given access to bank account information. Ensuring that bank

reconciliations are prepared timely is also an effective internal control for detecting

accounting and banking errors and for identifying fraudulent transactions

originating from outside the local government.

This section discusses practical and cost-effective internal controls that can be used

to protect banking information.
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Bank Account controls

 Inform all depositories in writing that only the chief fiscal officer (or other

officers having custody of monies and authorized to have a bank account) or

their deputies, are permitted to open or close bank accounts for general

governmental purposes. Reason for Control is that by providing a clear

direction to depositories regarding the authority to open and close bank

accounts prevents officers and employees from establishing unauthorized or

secret bank accounts in the name of the local government.

 Keep your federal tax ID number in a secure location not available to other

officers, employees, or to the public. Reason for Control is that a federal tax

ID number can be used (in lieu of a Social Security number) to open a bank

account.

 The chief fiscal, other authorized officer, or internal auditor should

periodically ask each depository for a listing of all bank accounts in the

name of the local government and for all bank accounts carrying the local

government’s federal tax ID. Reason for Control is that a periodic review of

the bank accounts listed in the name of your local government or associated

with your federal tax ID is a good way to detect accounts that may have been

opened without the knowledge of the chief fiscal officer or other officer.

This type of review also detects nongovernment accounts opened with the

local government’s federal tax ID number.

 When an official authorized to sign checks or to perform wire transfers

leaves the local government, immediately contact the bank and revoke his or

her check signing authority, online banking capabilities and wire transfer

authority, and destroy his or her signature disk. Reason for Control is that by

revoking signatory authority and other banking privileges ensures that ex-

officers or ex-employees cannot make unauthorized banking transactions

after they leave local government employment.
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Payroll

Payroll and related employee benefit costs are by far the largest component of

nearly every local government budget. The establishment of strong internal controls

over payroll ensures that employees are paid the correct salary and wages, and

opportunities for payroll errors and fraud are controlled. Some examples of payroll

frauds include ghost employees (someone receiving a paycheck who does not

actually work for the local government); overstating regular or overtime hours

worked; increasing rates of pay without board approval; and continuing employees

on the payroll after termination. Internal controls also provide assurance that the

large volume of information required for every payroll is processed quickly and

accurately.

This section discusses internal controls designed to ensure the accuracy and the

authenticity of payroll payments.

Authorization controls

 The governing board, or such other body or officer as authorized by law,

should establish and approve all salary and hourly wages by position or as

part of a collective bargaining agreement. Subject to statutory requirements

and collective bargaining agreement provisions, the board or officer should

also establish the frequency of all payroll distributions (biweekly, monthly,

etc). Reason for Control is that establishing salaries and wages and the

frequency of payroll periods is generally part of the board’s oversight

responsibilities. These authorizations prevent other officers or department

heads from establishing new pay rates or schedules without proper

approvals.

 The terms and conditions of collective bargaining agreements should be

clearly communicated to those responsible for payroll processing. Reason

for Control Is that the terms and conditions of employment that are not

clearly articulated to those responsible for executing payroll activities can

lead to uncertainty about payments and benefits and the overall rights,
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duties, and responsibilities of employers and employees. This uncertainty

could further result in unnecessary costs and/or grievances or litigation for a

local government.

 If not otherwise segregated under the law, segregate payroll authorizations

(hiring/ firing, pay rate setting, and other payroll changes) from the

preparation and processing of payroll records and checks. In a computerized

payroll system, payroll changes should be entered into the system by the

personnel department or an employee who does not process the payroll

register and checks, if possible.

Reason for Control is that segregating payroll authorizations from

preparation duties reduces the risk of a single employee establishing ghost

employees, increasing hourly rates and salaries, or recording overtime not

worked without being detected.

 Limit access to computerized payroll applications and data files containing

potentially confidential information such as social security numbers and

deductions. Reason for control is that the payroll process involves a range of

confidential and personal information. Hence, access to computerized

applications and paper files (such as personnel files) should be restricted to

the fewest number of officers and employees possible.

According to Walter B. Meigsa system of intermal control consists of measures

employed by a business for the purpose of ;

i. Safe gurds its resources against waste fraud and inefficiency.

ii. Promote accuracy and reliability in accounting and operating data.

iii. Encourage and measure the compliance with company’s policy.

iv. Judging the efficiency of operation in all division of the business.

According to (Mahushi; 1985:11)Either inetrnal control is a set of system operated

by the council or units to ensure that financial and other records are reliable and

completed and that they adhere to management policies, and are orderly and

efficiently in the conduct of the council’s or unit business and ensure proper

recording and safe guarding of assets and resources.
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2.3 Objectives of internal control

Internal control aim to achieve the following objectives;

i. That all transaction are carried out with a specific sanctions and

authorization of the management.

ii. That the transactiona are accounted in the related book of accounts regularly,

correctly and systematically according to the accounting policies and

procedures.

iii. That there is a complete accountability for all assets.

iv. That use and access towards assets are made only with proper authorization.

v. That there is a periodic verification and comparison of assets and existence

with accounting records and appropriate action is taken with regard to any

differences.

vi. That the adequate accounting system appropriate to size and nature of

business in existence.

vii. To promote operational efficiency. This is to prevent unnecessary

duplication of efforts and waste in all aspect of business and discourage

inefficient use of resources.

viii. To encourage adherence to prescribed policies. The management institutes

procedures and rules in order to meet goals of the entity. The internal control

system is meant to provide assurance that the policies are followed.

ix. To safeguard assets. This is considered as both physical assets and non-

physical assets such as goodwill, which can be stolen and misused.

2.4 Limitations of internal control

According to Johannes (P.C 1990), Internal control can offer only reasonable

assurance that management objectives are reached. This is because of certain

inherent limitations as follows;

i. A control must be cost effective. The cost of an control procedure cannot be

dispropositional to the potential loss due to fraud or error.

ii. Most of the controls are directed to anticipate ususal type of transaction and

not of unusual type. Therefore transaction of unsual nature may not fall

within the preview of the internal control.
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iii. The effectiveness of the system is always affected due to carelessness

distraction and misunderstandind of transactions, so th human weakness

turns down down the effectiveness of the internal control.

iv. Teh employee in collusion with others in the business unit or with thord

parties may find out circumvetion of controls.

v. The effectiveness of control largely depend on the persons who implents

them.if the persons responsible for exercising control abuses the

responsibility, the control system may not have any impact on the normal

working of the business.

vi. The chhanging environment in the business may cause inadequacy in

procedural conduct of the business and thereby compliance with procedures

may become difficult and destroyed unless they are protected by adequate

control.

2.5 Cash

This is the most liquid asset, it is a medium of exchange that the banks accept for

deposits, it includess bank notes, coins, cheques and money order.

2.6 Internal control over cash

Meigs and Meigs (1985:222) argues that internal control over cash consists of all

measures taken by the organisation for the purpose of;

i. Ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the accounting and operational data.

ii. Evaluating performance of the departments of the cooperation.

iii. Securing compliance with the laid down policies.

2.7 Elements of internal control over cash

2.7.1 Administrative control

This element includes;

i. Job rotation as frequent as possible. This increases the employee competence

and experience in differerent activities but within the accounts deoartment.

ii. Prohibitive rules against freedom to access to the strong room and to cash as

well.
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iii. Programmed employee meetings whereby supervisors and subordinates can

exchange views relating to their daily operations.

2.7.2 Physical controls

This element is a physical mechanism that reduces risk of loss. It includes ;

i. Availability of safe cash boxes and strong rooms as they facilitate for safe

custodies of cash, cheques, books and other important documents.

ii. Presence of armed police during banking and with drawing a large amount

of cash from bank

iii. An appointment of different trustworth officials for keeping keys for the

strong room.

iv. During the process of collecting revenue from various sources and the

process of payments such as salaries on a pay day there shuold be sufficient

security. Alternatively the whole process should be done at the bank directly

to ensure that all cash and cheques received are banked intact at a timely

basis and accurately recorded and acconted for.

Millchamp A. H (1986) suggests thta the following measures be considered;

 C ash and cheque should be banked intact

 Cash and cheque should be prepared without delay preferably daily

preparation.

 An individual should prepare the bank pay-in slip without any access to cash

collection point bought or sales ledgers.

 Banking should be made with security in mind e.g for large sums of money

seurity guards should be used.

 There should be independent comparison of pay-in slips with collection

records post lists and sales ledger accounts.

2.7.3 Internal audit control

Internal audit helps to strengthen the internal the internal control but its functions is

not independent enough because the management establishes it. Millichamp A.H

(1986)
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According to E.Woof E. (1990) argues that if internal audit is independent enough it

can be of much help to the discharge of management functions and hence support

the effectiveness of internal controls, since its main objective id to assist the entire

company in effctive discharge of their responsibilities by furnishing them with

recommendations after caring out appraisals and reviws.

From  the Tanzanian statement of auditing standards and guidelines section 4.8:1.2

Auditing guideline No.9  states that “the internal audit function on July 1992

provides that the scope and objectives of internal audit vary widely and it depends

on the responsibilities assigned to it by the management, the size and structure of

the enterprises and the skills and the experience of internal auditors ”

Therefore the internal auditor normally operates in the following broad areas;

 Review of accounting system and related controls

 Examinations of financial and operating information for management

including detailed testing of transactions and balances.

2.7.4 Accounting control

a) Structural

Involving a clear structure of responsibility and delegated authority, a structureplan

or family tree for example would identify items of reporting and delegated

responsibilty.

b) Segregation of duties

An importatnt organisation control designed to avoid concenttrating controls in a

single officer. Segregration can be set up at various stages of processing and

recording. The following three functions are usually separated; custody of goods

received, authorization of payments and the subsequent recording of payments in

the accounts.
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c) supervision

Day-to-day arrangements for over seeing and checking transactions and security of

assets.  For example supervision at opening of incoming post is an important control

in most organisations.

d) Management

Controls  are very wide ranging and including long-term arrangements for over all

supervision of staff, safeguard of assets and review of financial and other

arrangements. The provision of instructions, financial regulation and their updating

reviews and and checks by internal audit budgetary control and monitoring of

income and expenditure are all examples of possible management controls.

e) Personnel

Controls inherent in formal recruitment procedures and minimum qualifications are

often given less attention than other controls, but the reliabilty of personnel who

oporate other controls is a major factor in determining that those controls are

themselves reliable.

f) Pre audit

This is the section in the departments of accounts responsible for checking the

validity of particulars and the payment voucher and other supporting documents

before payment is affected.

g) Effecting payments using cheques

This helps to avoid cash misappropriation in the sense that the  money will not be

around and any payment made can easily be traced, hence even if a person steals a

cheque the effect can easily tracked.

2.8 Guidelines for a sound internal control over cash

i. One person should handle each procedure in each transaction.

ii. There should be mechanical devices for safeguarding assets such as safe

boxes, strong rooms and cash registers.

iii. All cash should be banked intact and immediately.
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iv. All collected receipts should be retained for approval and inspection.

v. The bank reconciliation should be prepared on monthly basis

vi. The management must have accurate and reliable information as the basis

for its future decision and also for carrying out its operations. The internal

control should be designed to ensure that the following detailed objectives

are followed;

Validity

The internal control system should ensure that recorded transactions are

valid. It should not accept the inclusion of fictitious or non existing

transaction in the record.

Classification

The laid procedures must ensure that proper classification of account is

made, if the financial statements are to be properly stated.

Authorization

The internal control system should be designed to ensure that recorded

transactions are authorized by the right authority.

Completeness

The set of procedures shoulds ensure that existing transactions are recorded

to prevent omission from the records.

Timing

Procedures of the internal control system should ensure that transactions are

recorded at a proper time, untimely recording may lead to misstatement of

the reports.

Valuation

An adequate internal control must include procedures for avoiding errors in

arriving at the values of the transactions amount in the recording process.

2.9 Conceptual Framework

Figure below simplify the conceptual structure of interrelated variables that will be

used in the study. These are dependent variable and independent variables the

effectiveness of internal controls is dependent variable which change depending on

independent variables, including control activities, The positive performance of
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these variables influencing the use of internal audit findings, while its negative

performance lead to inappropriate use of internal audit findings.

Figure 1; conceptual frame work

Independent variable                                                                  Dependent

variable

Conceptual Framework;
Source: Research Design

This framework sets the terms of reference for  analysis. It illastrates the main concepts and

notions, outlines how the basic elements are connected, and describes the

intervening variables. At the same time, it may be read as a guide to the rest of the study.

The conceptual framework has the dependent variable on the right side which is the effectiveness of

the effectiveness of the internal controls and the independent variables on the left which when

varied tend to affect the dependent variable.

Finance department staffs
Adequate

Segregation of duties

Control activities

Computer programs used

Documentation procedures

Independence of Internal
Auditors

Authorization of transactions

effectiveness of

Internal controls
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter is intended to provide a description on how the study will be conducted.

The study will be done at Temeke Municipal Council ( Temeke District). As far as

the research topic is concerned the focus will be directed to the finance department

of TMC

3.1 Area of study

The research was conducted at Temeke District Counci, in Dar es salaam Tanzania.

Due to the need of diverse information the researcher also consulted other

municipalities to strengthen the finding.

3.2 Units of  inquiry and units of analysis

For the purpose of achieving the eoverall objectives of the study at  TMC is the unit

of analysis from which the samples of respondents are selected and all data are

obtained from different sources such as;

 District treasurer as the head of finance department

 Head of other departments within the district

 Head of section within department of finance eg. Revenue section

 All accounts staffs

3.3 Research design

The research was based on  the case study design focusing on Temeke Municipal.

The research design provides in-sight towards obtaining in-depth information on

several variables from within a single unit. All members of staff at the finance

department will be involved in data inquiries. A selective technique is used to obtain

the employees from other departments apart from the finance department, this is

going to help the researcher track transactions originating from other departments

respectively.

3.4 Target population

Temeke municipal council provides services to a population of about 768,451

covering an area of 786.5km2 though this population is daily shooting up.
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For the purpose of this research the targeted population will be the top management

staffs at Temeke munipal council , head of departments and staffs in finance

department.

Table 1. Target population composition of TMC

Staff Number of people

District director 1

District treasurer 1

Head of payroll 1

Head of revenue accounts section 1

Head of expenditure accounts section 1

Head of final accounts section 1

Head of supply and trade 1

Internal auditor 1

Accountants / accounts assistants 12

Total 20

Source: researchers data

3.5 Sample and sampling design

The sample size is taken from the population shown on the table above (table 1) of

20 respondents. Non- statistical sampling is used and judgemental sampling is used

in selecting the sample size. The reason for relying on non-statistical and

judgemental sampling is the selection of which based on proffesional sample and

judgements and also considers the relevant sample size above, hence differently

from how random sampling technique is undertaken

3.6 Data collection technique

Four different data collection techniques are used to secure reliable data for the

completion of the research, these are

3.6.1 Interviews

Primary data is collected through Interviews. The researcher conducted a series of

interviews ranging from formal (using guided schedules) to informal (unstructured)

to all staffs of the finance department and the sampple in table 1. It involved
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presentation of oral – verbal stimulus and replies in terms of oral verbal

responses .This leads to smooth flow of data from respondents to the interviewer.

3.6.2 Questionnaires

Questionnaires with a series of questions both stuctured and open-ended were used

in a predetermined logical order towards employees and management in order to get

their opinions and attitudes towards the issue under study.

3.6.3 Documentary review

The method was used to acquire secondary information. Documents are an

important source of data in many areas of investigation .The researcher went

through variable available documents records/reports, books, Journals. The method

was used because of vast amounts of information are held in documents, it provided

a cost effective method of collecting data and documents generally provides a

source which is easily  available in a form that can be checked by others at any time.

Generally all the documents that the researcher deems to be relevant to the study

will be used to get relevant information.

3.6.4 Observation

The researcher involved himself in day-to-day activities in the finance department.

The reason the researcher decides to be a participant observer is that due to this

method the information is sought by way of investigation, direct observation

without asking a thing to repondents, this tool of data collection is preffered because

the researcher will get to see the reality of the situation without having to ask.

3.7 Data processing and analysis

Qualitative and Quantitative data analysis has been used. Data from the primary

sources was used to update information from secondary sources.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter introduces the findings that depict the entire study. This chapter present

finding based on the analysis of information obtained from Temeke municipal

council which is the area of study. It analyses, observes and discusses the findings

emerging from the study. This chapter intends to show the practices and function of

the local gorvernment authorities in Tanzania by observing Temeke Municipal

Council as the area of study.

As stated in chapter one the study was aimed at assessing the effectiveness of

internal controls over cash  Temeke municipal council being the area of study. The

data collected are presented using descriptive methods involving tables and

percentages.

Observation has been undertaken in this particular to see how cash is collected, used

and recorded and all the procedures used to initiate the eventual authorization in the

case of cash disbursement. Furthermore the research was carried out in the whole

finance department of Temeke Municipal Council.

This chapter is arranged into three sections and these are: the effectiveness of the

internal control over cash in the Municipal being the first section, the second section

is trying to find out how the finance department of Temeke Municipal council

operates and the last section is the cash policies and prosedures within the

Municipal, the aim is to asses uf these policies and procedures are being obeserved.

FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATION

To asses the effectiveness of the internal control the following were observed;

4.1 PAYMENTS PROCEDURES IN TMC

The payments are normally made either through cash or by cheque and before any

payments are made the head of the finance department has to authorize this payment.

According to TMC there are two signatories who are responsible for the

authorization of the payments. As mentioned earlier, when the head of finance

department authorizes the payments to be done, after Cash Disbursement has said so,

the accountants then writes cheque by name of the payee, and a number of a cheque,
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number of PVs (payment voucher) must be written on supportive documents, which

latter are used in auditing. Then the payments are recorded in two cheque register

books, showing, PVs number, cheque number, name of the payee and the amount

paid. These register books have to be signed by the signatories of TMC, who are

always in two categories that’s category A and B respectively hence authorizing

payment to be done by the Bank.

When there are payments made to TMC or cash received for various payments, the

payments are normally not deposited on the same day rather the following day. The

cash is then taken to the bank by the accountants one day after it has been received.

The pay list is prepared together with cheque and sent into the clearing house at the

bank for 24 hours before payment is made.

Table 2:payment in TMC

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Cheque 7 35.0 35.0 35.0

Both 13 65.0 65.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

Source: primary data

From the table above 65% of the respondents argue that the payment may be

effected in either way, the cash basis or through cheques or both ways, while on the

other hand only about 35% say many a time payments are made by only cheques.

This implies that there are controls within the district that need to be straightened up

so as to increase the level of certainty as how payments should be effected and when

to use either way.
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4.1.1 CHEQUE WRITING

The cheque is written only when the payment Vouchers have been preaudited.

When writing cheque, the accountant ensures that the cheque is written in such a

way that no forgery can be made on the cheque, after signatories have signed it.

He/she record the name of a payee as reflected in the payment voucher, payment

Voucher number on topside both cheques and cheque stub. Cheque stub is the

remaining part of  que leaf, which serves as future reference, and as receipt copy of

the cheque issued. Date showing when cheque was written and amount to paid must

appear on cheque. The cheque is attached with payment voucher and other

supporting documents and then sent to signatories er the signatories have signed it is

returned to the cashier, where it isped and entered in the cheque register. it is

important to stamp on payment voucher and all other supportive documents to avoid

submission of claim again. Cheques are issued serially and therefore any cancelled

cheque retained in chequebook. All cheque books and cheque stub are under

maximum security by all users in the strong room.

4.1.2 CONTROL OVER PAID DOCUMENTS

When cheques are sent to the Bank for payment, all the remaining supportive

document that include, PVs, letter for request of payment which has been sent to

Cash Disbursement, which described the need for payment, are filed and kept for

auditing purposes. Cancelled documents are not thrown away, but they are also filed

with other documents to make it easy when one wants to trace any past transaction

and for audit purposes. Cheque leaf stub are kept under maximum custody in the

strong room.

4.1.3 PREPARATION OF VOUCHER

A voucher is an authorization sheet that provides space for the initials of the

employee performing various authorization functions. The CAG’s report revealed

that some payment vouchers for some expenditure were missing (Table below).

Therefore, it is not clear if these expenditures were authorized or not by the

responsible officers.
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Table 3: missing payment vouchers

SOURCE: CAG report

The epicor program that records all transactions also does produce vouchers

automatically; it’s   those vouchers that are used at TMC for record purposes.

Payment vouchers are printed in triplicate, the original is used as a source document

in the personal file, and the duplicate is filed in the accounts batch for auditing

purposes and the third one is attached to the cheque for bank verification and as a

supporting document for such payment.

A duly approved payment voucher must evidence all bank payments.

 The voucher should clearly indicate the following;

 Name and address of payee

 Date and month of payment.

 Serial number of payment vouchers.

 A brief description of the nature of payment.

 Reference to the supporting documents.

issues raised by auditor in FY 2005/06

Observation
Amount (Shs )

Payments made without supporting

documents
34,790,990

Missing payment vouchers 16,537,275

Statutory deductions not acknowledged 73,846,691

Irregular use of imprest 9,000,000

Irregular payments for removal of waste 53,800,860

Transfer of funds 17,577,152

Missing compensation schedules 72,504,000

Questionable payments of House Rent 14,157,000

Contracts payment lacking contract

agreement and bills of quantities
141,101,712

Hospital drugs taken on charge before

receipt
8,052,2290

Total 794,763,954
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 The amount in figure and words.

 The account code to be charged.

 Signature of the officials, who prepared, checked and approved the voucher

for payments.

 Cheque number and stamp indicating that the voucher has been paid

The account section under the finance department prepares a Bank payment voucher

upon receipt of written authority to do so from the head of finance department.

A senior staff in the Accounts section (other than one preparing the payment voucher)

that senior accountant must do, pre-audit the payment voucher by ensuring that.

 It carries adequate narration for the inten

 ded payment.

 It is in conformity with the established financial regulations:

 It is within the budget.

 The vouchers are accompanied by relevant and necessary supporting

documents against each.

 The calculations in the voucher and supporting documents are accurate.

The triplicate of payment voucher at TMC are typed in three different colors  so as to

differentiate easier in sorting which copy should remain for auditing purpose, which

copy should be attached to cheque for bank payment and the last one is remain to the

personal file.

Table 4: is cash payment supported with PV

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Yes 10 50.0 50.0 50.0

No 10 50.0 50.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

Source: primary data

From the above table the respondents that did not agree that the payments are

supported by payment vouchers were as much as those who do agree. This implies
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that the whole payment procedure doesn’t fully comply with the procedures or

payment as per the LAFM which demands that payments should be accompanied by

payment vouchers.

4.1.4 PRE-AUDIT SECTION

The main aim of Pre-Audit Section is to prevent the TMC from making

improper payments. This section plays an important role in controlling cash

disbursement. It is responsible for verification of the validity of the PV’s and local

purchase order, before payment is effected. It is also responsible on the following:

i. To check the arithmetical accuracy of figures.

ii. To check whether the items of expenditure have been charged to proper

item.

iii. To question where improper procedures have been applied and to prevent

it’s further processing of such improper documents until rectification from

the originating officer has been done.

iv. To enquire on any supporting documents to be attached on PV’s for easy

reference.

it is after the Pre-Audit has been satisfied that the payment voucher were written and

presented well, it is therefore signed and stamped and then sent to accountant who

writes cheque.
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Table 5: are the banked cheques revised to check on their
accuracy

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Yes 5 25.0 25.0 25.0

No 9 45.0 45.0 70.0

sometimes 6 30.0 30.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

Figure 2

Source: primary data
Only 25% of the respondents agreed that pre-audit (revising) of the cheques before

effecting the payment is done, a higher percentage of 45% did say no revision of the

cheques is done before the payments are effected and about 30% said it is sometimes

done and not done at other times. This implies that incase of any error in writing the

cheques there are lesser chances of detecting the errors within the council before the

payments are effected, this could also trigger the occurrence of errors intentionally

hence a loophole to theft and fraud.

From the CAG’s report for the year ended 30th June 2012 there are a number of

councils including Temeke municipal council that have their expenditures charged to

the wrong account codes assuming due to lack of pre-audit before charging the
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accounts. Temeke MC was found to have charged an amount equal to 41,144,717

Shs. to the wrong account codes.

4.2 THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM PRACTICED IN KEEPING RECORD

The accountants working at Temeke District Council have successfully managed to

keep record and to operate under the Tanzania Financial Accounting Standard

(TFAS). This has been successful due to availability of qualified staff within the

finance department. The information is maintained in two methods ‘of Manual

system and computerized system. The Municipal Council does not have enough

computers so as to be able to maintain all records under only the computerized

system. There are several systems that are used at the municipal; they are such as the

EPICOR, MRECOM (municipal revenue collection management) this system is used

in revenue collection, MOLIS (ministry of land information system). The accounting

systems used by Temeke is the same as those used by other municipalities.

The variety of accounting system all used at once could also be a loophole for the

mismanagement of the municipal funds. Some transactions may not be recorded

using the right system and reversing and altering the error could be tiring and almost

impossible, also the many systems applicable in the municipal may lead to lack of

traceability of the transactions.

4.3 BANK RECONCILIATIONS

Bank reconciliation are supposed to be prepared before the 14th of every month. They

are purposely prepared so as to reconcile the differences between the sides that could

possibly prevail and sort out the differences between the bank’s statements and the

municipal’s cash books. The reconciled sides are Bank statement and its

corresponding cashbook. The difference that could easily reconcile is further

discussed between the two sides Accounts Department and the Bank’s branch

manager.

All unexplained entries appearing in the Bank statement are promptly communicated
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with the Bankers. Since TMC has many accounts, each account calls for its own

bank reconciliation statement; the statement is attached with relevant schedules that

might be needed for audit purpose. These relevant schedules used as references when

preparing the subsequent month’s bank reconciliation are shown below.

 The list of credits in bank statement not in the cashbook.

 The unaccredited cheques where its source data are obtained in cashbook.

 Unpresented cheques where it’s source are obtained in cashbook too.

Table 6: Are bank reconciliations done timely?

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Yes 8 40.0 40.0 40.0

Sometimes 12 60.0 60.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

Source: primary data

From the above table 60% of the respondents say that the bank reconciliations are

not timely done. This implies that there are reasons relating to cash management that

may cause the delay in reconciling the statements.

Again from the CAG’s report ended 30th June 2012 there are outstanding items in

bank reconciliation which includes revenue in cash book but not in bank statement

Shs.74,398,220.64 and un presented cheque Shs.16,514,982 as detected from the list

of un-cleared cheques. Also cheque No 000116 valued at Shs.9, 860,812 was

received on 10/7/2008 but not reflected in bank statements by the date of audit

(Temeke MC).

4.4 FRAUD

There are some common frauds that do occur at TMC, these are in form of either

using fake revenue registers whereby the customers are given the fake receipts from

fake receipts books without their awareness and the cash is then not presented to

municipal. Another common type of fraud is the carbon slipping. Carbon slipping is
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a kind of fraud where the carbon paper is either turned upside down so that nothing

gets recorded on the reference sheets or it is completely removed. The reference

sheet is then later on record false transactions which do not match with what is on the

customer’s receipt

Figure 3

Source: primary data
From the bar graph above 80% of the respondents agreed to have experienced fraud
situations within the municipal
There are two most occuring types of frauds that do happen at the municipal that is

the carborn slipping and the use of fake registers.
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Figure 4

4.4.1 Fraud detection mechanisms

Fraud detection mechanisms ar ethe mechanisms that aid the early detection of the

possibility of the occurence of fraud or theft . these mechanisms will go a long way

in preventing the municipal from incurring loses as a result of fraudlent activities.

Table 7: Are there fraud detection mechanisms in place

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Yes 5 25.0 25.0 25.0

No 15 75.0 75.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

Source: primary data

From the table above 75% say they have never seen any fraud detection mechanism

in place in the municipal this is to say that in case any fraud is to happen the

possibility of detecting it is high as compared to the chances of detecting and

possibly preventing it by putting in the appropriate controls. This implies that unless

the auditors reveal that there was a fraudulent event the responsible individuals could

easily get away with it and the frequency of occurrence will keep getting higher.
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Figure 5

Putting the above findings in a pie chat:

The above chat shows that there are 75% chances for a committed fraudulent event

not to be detected and only 25% chances of getting caught or preventing fraud. The

absence of such early fraud detection mechanisms gives the employees greater

chances and less fear for getting caught

4.5  THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS

Orders Nos. 9 through 16 of the Local Authority Financial Memorandum (LAFM) of

1997 require councils to establish and support a solid system of internal control.

These Orders require the Finance and Administration Committee to adopt written

procedures for proper control of finances. In addition, the director and the treasurer

should ensure there is assignment of specific responsibilities to individual officers,

an organization chart, and division of responsibilities and periodic rotation of duties.

Accountability of all areas of operations by the director or his designated

representative to check effectiveness of the control system is also mandatory.

Councils are further required to employ an internal auditor who reports directly to the

director. Similarly, the Public Procurement Act No. 21 of 2004, Section 28 (1)

requires councils to establish a Tender Board and Section 34 (1) provides for the

establishment of a Procurement Management Unit.

The finance department is one of the many departmens at Temeke Municipal Council.

This department is made up of 52 staffs headed by the municipal treasurer. The
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municipal treasurer is responsile for the authorization of any payments within the

municipal though he/she is not the only signatory before payments are made, the

director has to approve of the payments too. The finance duties are divide among the

staffs available at the department.

A District Treasurer, who is a professional accountant, heads the Department. This

department has the following sections;

i. Final Accounts Section.

ii. Revenue Account Section.

iii. Expenditure Account Section.

iv. Payroll Account Section.

A qualified accountant is heading each section. Neither account assistant is allowed

to head neither the section nor one qualified accountant to be the head for more than

one section.

4.5.1 FINAL ACCOUNTS SECTION

Within this section, it is where they collect all the required data and compile it for

preparation of financial statement of an organization such as;

i. The balance sheet.

ii. Cash flow statement.

iii. Income and expenditure statement and,

iv. All major bank reconciliation for all accounts.

This section is also a computerized one for adjustment of all final accounts.

4.5.2 REVENUE ACCOUNTS SECTION

It is within this section that, all revenues are effectively collected. And at the end of

every month, the accountant has to write a report. So that the monthly report showing

all the monthly revenue is prepared.

A revenue accountant who ensures the effectiveness of revenues collection is

controlling this, the head of this section is also a qualified accountant.
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4.5.3 EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS SECTION

This is a major section that deals with all expenditures. It is being headed by

accountant as said earlier, but the accountant heading this section at TMC, has and

ought to have knowledge of computer accounting package programs such as epicor,

MRECOM, MOLIS and the like programs. The section’s activities comprises of

monitoring all the expenditure by the use of epicor program.

4.5.4 PAYROLL ACCOUNTS SECTION

Here is another section that deals with payroll sheets of employees. Sheets are

stamped and signed by the person preparing it. The head of department does

approving and checking. This section is also responsible for 3maintaining proper

records of salaries wages paid to employee of Temeke Municipal Council. Never the

less, important activity is to prepare the salary reconciliation for every month to

control the paid amount. The entire employee at TMC, are paid directly through their

bank accounts, except for casual laborers who are being paid their wage office. For

those who are being paid through bank accounts, payrolls are directly prepared from

their respective Ministries.

4.5.5 CASH IMPREST SYSTEM

In certain circumstances, an employee may be availed of cash imprests in order to

buy certain goods. This is amount of money given or advanced to TMC workers who

have been assigned a task to be done out of their  working station. The request of

such payment follows a normal procedure of writing on the imprest application form.

The forms are sent to the Cash Disbursement but it should go through the DT for

clarification, after the Cash Disbursement and DT have authorized the payment, the

accountant in expenditure section prepares PVs, cheque and the normal procedures

for payments are followed as explained above.
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4.5.6 RETIREMENT SAFARI IMPREST

When the employee returns the imprest, he/she is required to retire the imprest by the

use of official form or by use of a letter for a letter for retirement. There should be

supporting documents such as receipts, cash sale, and other relevant expenditure

documents. When there is unused money on the retirement, it is therefore important

for the remaining cash to be sent to the cash office whereby the cashier on duty will

receive the money. On receiving money the cashier acknowledges it by issuing a

receipt. This means that whenever the employees are assinged to work outside the

office they should return with acceptable and original supporting documents to

justify their expenses.

4.5.7 SAFARI IMPREST REFUND

Sometimes employees spend more money, than the amount of imprest that he/she

had. Therefore he/she is allowed to claim this sum of money. He should lay down

these claims and prove it by giving cash sales, and all relevant documentation. This

has to be done by writing a requesting letter through the head of department. Then

from head of department the letter goes to District Director for authorization, and the

reasons are concrete the payment procedure will be followed.

4.6 JOB ROTATION

Job rotations is the routine shift of the staffs from one section within the deaprtment

to another section, this is normal done to enhance the competence of the staffs at the

finance department. According to Temeke Municipal council, the job rotations are at

interval of about one year, that is after every one year the surbordinates are expected

to move from one sections to another. The rotation is not only aimed at increasing

the staffs competencies but also to control the level of fraud that could have

happened by letting a single individual stay at the section for too long giving room

for adverse marnuvors.

The responses to the questionaires from the respondents:
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Table 8: do you practice staff rotation

Frequency Percent
Valid

Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Valid Yes 13 65.0 65.0 65.0

No 7 35.0 35.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0

SOURCE: Researcher collected Data.

Therefore staff rotation in the municipal is well observed and adhered to as 65% said

it is sometimes not well observed to the extent that some people may rotate and

others may still reserve their positions. This may lead to employees taking advantage

of this loophole and could cause fraud because the chances of getting cought are less.

4.6 Kinds of problems mostly faced within the finance department

The finance departments faces a number of problems. Some of the problems that are

mostly complained are such as the beurocracy of the payments to both the

department’s worker as well as the people it serves which raises alot of complaints.

4.7 Cash management policies and procedures

TMC like any other municipality has its cash management policies and procedures to

follow when it is handling  its.

These policies and procedures are sometimes not followed as it is supposed to, the

responses to questionnaires from the respondents indicated that there are a times

when these procedures and policies are overlooked and ignored when in their daily

cause of work.
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Table 9: Cash Policies and procedures

Response Number of

Respondents

%

Cash policies and procedures are followed

always

7 35

Cash policies are not followed at all 0 0

Cash policies are sometimes followed 13 65

TOTAL 20 100

Source: primary data

The table above shows the extent to which the cash management policies and

procedures are followed.

The extent to which the policies and procedures are been followed at times and

followed at other times is higher which shouldn’t be the case. The procedures need to

be followed at all times regardless of the situation.

4.8 Banking the cash

Orders No. 117 of the Local Authority Financial Memorandum requires that all the

monies collected be deposited in the bank without delay not later than next banking

day. However, the CAG’s report shows there have been under-banking of monies

collected in Temeke District for the financial years 2003/04 and 2005/06. Under-

banking could be an indication of fraud in terms of cash shortage as it may help the

responsible officer to hide the cash collection shortage if any.

Table 10: Under-banking of revenue collected

Year 2003/2004 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07

Amount(Shs ) 482,997,700 - 482,997,700 -

Source;  CAG’s audit reports

The responses from the respondents on whether the cash balances within the council

were timely banked are as shown in the table below ;
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Table 11:banking of the cash

Response Number of

Respondents

%

Cash is banked timely 8 40

Cash is not timely banked at all 0 0

It is sometimes timely banked 12 60

TOTAL 20 100

Source; researcher’s findings

The table above shows that the cash is more of a time lately banked by the

accountants responsible to take the cash to the bank.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the findings of the study and concludes on various aspect. It

also puts forward the recommendations on how the internal control system of

Wakiso district can be strengthen in order to achieve better quality of financial

statements

The findings of the research based on the real situation found during working

environment at Temeke Municipal Council, and the employees of finance department

had been of great help in giving the researcher their views and experience. The

researcher’s conclusion and recommendation were made basing on the effectiveness

of internal control over cash. Having decided that the problem to be investigated was

based on the statement of the problem in chapter one, the literature review in chapter

two and the findings that are indicated in chapter four.

5.2 CONCLUSION

The study came up with the finding that, generally the internal control over cash at

Temeke Municipal Council is fairly effective, the accountants use proper policies,

procedure and regulation, and clear authorization and accountability being observed.

However there are some weaknesses on the other side of the coin that the council

needs to work on. The researcher has pinpointed the weakness and recommendation,

as it will be seen below. The researcher’s expectation is that, the recommendations

given will help much on the whole system of internal control in finance department

at Temeke Municipal Council for better control over cash in effective manner.

The study was purposively carried out to assess the effectiveness of the internal

controls at Temeke municipal council
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5.2.1 Internal control system in Temeke Municipal Council.

According to the findings, Temeke municipal district had an average internal control

system. In that most of the internal control systems were functioning properly as

evidenced from the tables of analysis. The internal controls that exist in Temeke

municipal council include authorization of payments, approval of payment

documents, segregation of duties, proper monitoring of workers and maintenance of

high level of communication. While the weak control systems include review of

performance and pre-audit. Temeke municipal council has an internal control

strategy that embeds the principles of integrated risk management undertaken by the

organization’s board of directors, management and other personnel, applied in

strategy setting and across the organization and is designed to identify potential

hazards and threats that may affect the organization. It provides a framework to

manage risk according to the organization risk appetite and offers reasonable

assurance regarding the achievement of the organization’s objectives however it does

not provide any framework for early detection of the fraud risks that may possibly

arise. It looks well beyond the set of traditional controls, seeking to address the entire

fund’s control within an organized and coherent framework.

5.2.2 Illiteracy of computer usage and lack of enough computers

The employees of finance department at Temeke Municpal  Council are lacking

enough computers, and the knowledge of computer usage in general is relatively low.

It is manifested itself that for example among 18 employee of finance department,

there are only three computers which are equipped with computer package of epicor

programme. But these numbers of computers are not enough because the number of

transactions made every day require extra computers to be added, for instant among

16 employees it is only 3 staff who have acquired epicor usage skills and operation.

Therefore due few computers within thefinance department, the management uses

two system of record keeping, the first one being a manual one and the other being a

computerized one.
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5.2.3 FEW STAFF IN INTERNAL AUDIT UNITY

Internal Audit Unity being a major area of Internal Control System at Temeke

Municipal Council has been found to have less staff than it is been expected to be in

regards to the level of transactions it process and the population it serves. The unit

has only one staff that is expected to handle all the transaction made within all

section and department of the city council. Therefore one staff not only that he/she

cannot manage to go through all the transactions but also may reduce the

independence of internal auditor in giving out his/her opinion.

5.3.4. DIVISION OF DUTIES/ACTIVITIES

At Temeke Municipal Council, specifically within finance department, some duties

of which basically should be handled by different employees/people, they are

handled by only one person; such activities for instant are to collect revenues, to keep

records such as transaction in the book of accounts, to handle the keys of strong

rooms and even responsible for drawing cheques or banking money.

5.3.5. LACK OF STAFF ROTATION

Among other imperative factors to reckon on the aspect of developing the employees

within finance and trade department, as far as training is pertained through job

rotation, which helps the employees/workers to be conversant, even to get additional

experience in other section for daily job activities. This could help in the reduction of

gap and overlap in activities, thus strengthening internal control. However it is

contrary at Temeke Municipal Council, whereby the aspect of job rotation as means

to train and develop the employee is not done and if it is undertaken, then this is

being done very seldom.
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5.4. RECOMMENDATION

5.4.1. INCREASE THE NUMBER OF COMPUTERS

It is a recommendation to Temeke Municipal Council management that it should

contemplate upon increasing the number of computers. It was in the views of a

researcher that the finance department should increase the number of computer up to

an extent that, the ratio of staffs to the number of computers should be at least two

staffs for one computer or one to one. Since there are only few staffs who has

knowledge of using epicor-programme, the researcher recommends that accountants

and assistant accountants employed in finance department should be trained in order

to be conversant with all relevant programmes that are involved in epicor.

5.4.2 INCREASE THE NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS PERSONNEL IN THE

INTERNAL AUDIT SECTION

It is in the view of the researcher that, the Temeke Municipal Council requires at

least more staffs to work at internal audit unit. Temeke Municipal Council is well-

resourced town that require intensive auditing due to huge number of daily

transactions the researcher experienced. Increasing the number of accounting

personnel may enable to encourage the job segregation. To make sure that the

internal audit work is done adequately even though some staffs may be out on annual

leave or have any other problem.

5.4.3 SEGREGATION OF DUTIES

The management duty over this is to ensure that the effective use of internal control

measures for example there must be delegation of duties one task should not be done

by one person from the beginning to an end. It is recommendable or advised herein

after that in order to get rid of some forgery or misappropriation, there should be

division of some duties among the finance department and accounts staffs. The

principle recognizes that all transactions in practice possess three vital elements,

namely.

Recording - The establishment of documentary evidence of the transactions and their

entrance in the accounting records.
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Custody - Entail the all process of handling of assets included in the transaction

specifically the most liquid ones (cash an eye of a needle) Authorization. The

commencement of contractual obligation on behalf of the city council.

5.4.4 STAFF ROTATION

It is advisable to rotate staffs in the finance department from one duty to another

within the prescribe interval by the management. This enables the accounting data

and treatment to be done by different people, in a more familiarized way and to be

conversant with different activities. This because within the finance department there

are many sections with different duties or activity. The because  is suggesting a best

way of maintaining a sustainable rotation is that when staffs return from annual leave

should not go into the Previous working section instead they should rotate to another

section within finance department. This makes the rotation formal and reduces staffs

complains on rotations or getting stuck doing the same type of tasks over and over

thus leads to boredom and less creativeness.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1

QUESTIONNAIRES

An assessment of the effectiveness of the internal control over cash

Dear respondent,

I am a student at Mzumbe university Tanzania taking masters degree in accounts and

finance. These questionnaires are for a research paper designed to study. The

effectiveness of internal control over cash in the local goverments (Temeke

Municipal Council).

This paper will be presented to the Mzumbe university as a partial fulfillment of an

award in masters degree in accounts and science.

All the information provided will be used for only academic purposes and it will be

treated as confidential information.

Read the questions carefully and answer them as they apply to you.

Fill in the space provided or put a tick on the most appropriate answer.

Section one: The Effectiveness Of The Internal Control

1. How are the payments in TMC?

a)cash b) cheques c) both

2. If by cheque how many signatories are required to authorize the payment?

a) One b) two c) more than two

3. What  is the authority limit of the signatories

...............................................................

4. Do you deposit the cash on the same day when it is received?

a) yes b) no

if yes, state when you deposit ................................................

5. Is cash payment supported with vouchers?

Yes (    )                                            No ( )

6. What type of accounting system do you use?

.....................................................

7. Is the accounting system used by TMC the same as the ones used by other

districts?
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a)Yes b) no

8. Is bank reconcilliation prepared monthly?

Yes (     ) No (     )

State when it is prepared .........................

9. Since you worked at TMC did you experience any fraud?

..........................................................................

Yes, explain in brief how it happened.

...............................................................................................

...............................................................................................

10. does cashier  balance his/her cash daily?

Yes (     )                                           No (     )

11. are there fraud detection mechanism

Yes (     )                                           No (     )

12. Are staffs enough for smooth running of the office?

Yes  (   ) No (     )

13. Do you practice staff location?

Yes  (    ) No (    )

If yes whats the length of the last rotation?

14. Do you attend proffesional trainings ?

Yes ( ) No ( )

15. How often do audit in your accounts take place?

Monthly (   )

Yearly (   )

Section two: how does the finance department operate.

16. How many staffs does the department have

................................................................

17. Are the finance duties segregated between the staffs

Yes ( ) No ( )
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18. who authorises payments in the finance department?

....................................................

19. do all the signatories come from the same department?

Yes ( ) No ( )

20. how often is the job rotation in the department?

............................................

21. What kind of problem do you face in the department?

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

22. To whom do you report those problem when you face them?

..........................................................................................................................

Section three: cash policies and procedures.

23. Are the local cash management policies followed

Yes ( ) No ( ) sometimes ( )

24. Is the cash timely deposited as required by the policies?

Yes ( ) sometimes ( )

25. Are the bank reconciliations done timely?

Yes ( ) sometimes ( )

26. How effective is cash expenditure in repect to the budget?

Very ( ) average ( ) not effective ( )

27. Are all the expenses within the council according to the budget?

Yes ( ) sometimes ( )

28. Are the banked cheques revised to check on their accuracy?

Yes ( ) No( ) sometimes ( )
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29. Are the duties of the accountants segregated from cash receiving, custody

and recording?

Yes ( ) sometimes ( )

30. How often are the financial statements prepared?

......................................................................................................................


